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Yamaha RIVAGE PM Consoles Mix Audi Q4 e-tron Digital World

Premiere

Recently Audi revealed its new all-electric Q4 e-tron and Q4 Sportback e-tron

vehicles in what the company called a ‘digital world premiere’. It was a complex

production, with a total of 45 live streams, each one in three languages, routed to

media in 28 different countries. The audio mixing for this high profile launch was

entrusted to Yamaha RIVAGE PM digital mixing systems.

A live broadcast centre was built within Munich’s Eisbach Studios, with five themed

studios. From these Audi delivered a varied, interactive program of digital

workshops and interviews, Q&A sessions, round tables, virtual photo shoots, live

presentations and a press conference, with senior Audi staff describing the design

and many innovations of the new vehicles.

As well as delivering the elaborate production in high quality audio to Audi’s TV

channel and all major social media platforms, the global profile of the event meant

it was vital nothing could go wrong.

The technical agency was Berlin-based NIYU.engineering (macomNIYU), with

technical services provided by Hannover-based AVE Audio Visual Equipment

Verhengsten GmbH & Co. With 60 inputs and 25 outputs to manage at front of
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house and 80 inputs, 46 mixes and 20 direct outs for broadcast, AVE rented Yamaha

RIVAGE PM3 and PM7 systems from der Kohl GmbH, the dry hire business run by

‘der Kohl’, a well-known German sound engineer who has mixed many live Audi

events.

der Kohl mixed the event’s front of house sound for the production crew, monitors

and routed communications on the RIVAGE PM3, while Michael Simon - a full-time

sound engineer at der Kohl GmbH - created the streamed mixes on the RIVAGE

PM7.

The production featured multiple inputs from Pixera media servers, 40 channels of

Shure Axient Digital series wireless microphones and 12 channels of multi-language

interpreters. In addition to the RIVAGE PM mixing surfaces, der Kohl GmbH provided

nine Yamaha Rio3224-D2 and five Rio1608-D2 I/O racks, plus five Ri8-D input racks

and five Ro8-D output racks.

Separate control rooms were created for the different parts of the production, with a

team of production managers ensuring the complex logistics were managed

smoothly. This task included ensuring that that the correct streams, in the correct

language, were routed to the correct live portals at all times. Yamaha MSP3 and

MSP5 powered studio monitors were installed in the control rooms to monitor all

content.

The event generated global interest, reported by the motoring media and other

news outlets around the world, with Yamaha’s renowned reliability ensuring that

there were no audio glitches. High levels of interaction proved that a quality

streamed event like this is a viable alternative to a more ‘traditional’ car launch and

perhaps points the way to the future of similar, high profile media events.

www.yamahaproaudio.com
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